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Wood has been the most natural energy source on earth for 
millennia. However, in recent centuries, wood has been 
increasingly replaced by fossil energy sources such as coal, 
natural gas or crude oil. Increasing energy consumption, the 
finite nature of fossil resources, current supply uncertainties 
and the limited capacity of emission absorption of the envi-
ronment have contributed to a situation in which the energy 
source of wood has moved into the focus of public interest. 
Heating with wood has gained broad acceptance again.

Regional energy supply from renewable energy sources 
closes not only ecological but also economic cycles. Price 
developments for fire wood and wood chips are relatively 
stable and extensively independent of the extremely fluctu-
ating global market prices for crude oil and natural gas. This 
means that wood is not only a crisis-proof and low-cost 
energy source, but also a local raw material which supports 
local value creation by generating and securing jobs in the 
region.

Biomass combustion energy has reached a high state of the 
art standard in Austria. In recent years, the market has devel-
oped immensely and now provides a wide range of efficient, 

environment-friendly heating systems. Modern biomass 
heating systems based on pellets, firewood or wood chips 
ensure comfort for the consumer at moderate and planable 
prices. More and more people are parting with their old oil 
or gas heating system and are now heating with local bio-
mass. There is a particular boom in tile and fireplace stoves 
which are increasingly finding their way into living rooms. 
Heating with wood is ‘hip’ again. This development provides 
local fuel producers with new income perspectives and also 
brings new demands in terms of supply reliability and qual-
ity, and at the same time producers are faced with new 
challenges.

Fuel quality plays a decisive role particularly in the small 
capacity range. It’s not always easy for the fuel customer to 
identify good or bad products. This brochure I intended to 
help fuel producers and customers. In addition to common 
definitions of terms and conversion factors, it also provides 
practical tips for correct processing and storage of biomass 
fuels, based on established quality standards.

Dr. Christian Metschina Styria
Agricultural Chamber, 2014
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Wood – The return of a forgotten 
energy source



1. Heating with wood means using energy within the 
cycle of nature. The carbon dioxide emitted from 
burning is used together with solar energy to 
recultivate new biomass.

2. In the case of sustainable use of forests, wood is a 
renewable CO2-neutral energy source.

3. As a raw material, wood is part of the ecological 
system when it grows, which provides us with pro-
tection and welfare.

4. Using firewood only involves wood from the forest 
which would otherwise have no use. Without 
endangering afforestation, the wood volume used 
today for energy purposes could be considerably 
increased with appropriate outline conditions.

5. Harvesting and preparing wood is simple and 
involves little energy expenditure.

6. Transport route are short and do not endanger the 
environment.

7. Storing firewood is simple.

8. The preparation and use of firewood contributes to 
regional value creation and secures jobs.

9. Using wood for energy purposes improves the 
user’s appreciation of and relation to local nature 
and the environment.

10. Modern systems, if operated and maintained cor-
rectly, can objectively match any heating system 
for fossil energy sources and easily meet the stand-
ards for prevention of air pollution.

Ten Arguments for heating
With Wood 

Ten arguments  for  heat ing with wood
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Bavarian Forest
– a raw material supplier with a future

With an afforestation level of 61%, Styria is the most forested 

state in Austria. The Styrian forest and wood industry employs 

more than 55,000 people and is one of the most important 

economic sectors of the state. The sawmill industry is often 

seen as the motor of the overall wood sector. In addition to 

the sawmill industry, there is also a traditionally strong paper 

industry in Styria which produces quality paper and pulp for 

export throughout the world.

Lower quality wood types and by-products of recycling are 

processed in biomass heating plants to heat and power. On 

an area covering approx. 1 million hectares, Styrian forest 

owners ensure sustainable forest management and contin-

ued maintenance of an important business sector. The 
idea of sustainability – which originates from forestry 
– has a priority standing. Only as much wood may be 
used as grows. This practice is specified in Austrian 
forestry law. In addition, more and more forest owners 
are voluntarily participating in control systems such as 
PEFC or FSC. Transparent, independent control mecha-
nisms guarantee sustainable forest manage net based 
on national standards.

You can find information on PEFC and FSC at:
www.pefc.org and www.fsc.org

Energy supply in Styria
Future-proof, affordable energy supply is a basic require-
ment for the functioning of business and society in any 
state. The growing challenges for future energy supply 
affect Styria particularly, since it records a high import rate 
for fossil energy sources.

71 % of energy volume currently consumed is covered by 
fossil energy sources from abroad. Of the 29 % renewable 
energies, biomass is by far the most versatile and important 

energy source.

Note

• There is a total of 303 million m³ of wood in our 
forests

• 5.2 million m³ of wood are harvested each year

• 1 m³ of wood grows  every four seconds –
      7.8 million m³ of wood per year

• There is 0.5 ha. forest per Styrian inhabitant
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For millions of years, carbon has been extracted from the 
cycle of nature in the form of crude oil, natural gas and 
coal. Since the start industrialization, combustion of fossil 
energy sources has contributed to carbon stored for mil-
lennia flowing back into the cycle of nature in a very short 
time in the form of the greenhouse gas, carbon dioxide 
(CO2). CO2 is an important protection shield for life on 
earth which prevents solar energy falling to the earth’s 
surface going lost again via heat emission. Without this 
effect, the mean temperature of the earth would be -18 
degrees Celcius. Life on our planet would be inconceivable. 

The increase in greenhouse gases caused by humans by 
burning fossil raw materials has a negative impact on this 

effect – global climate warming. One liter of oil fuel emits 
2.7 kilograms of the climate warming gas carbon dioxide 
(CO2) and pollutes the environment.

In contrast, wood is a CO2-neutral energy source since it 
only emits as much CO2 on burning as it had absorbed 
while it was growing. By mean of sustainable management 
of our forests, a cycle is generated which does not cause 
any additional CO2. A one hundred year old spruce extracts 
up to 1.8 tons of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere dur-
ing its lifetime, or put differently, a 100 year old spruce 
stores the similar amount of CO2 emitted when burning 
660 liters of oil fuel.  

Energy wood is often a by-product in the generation of 
timber. Some fuel wood types are produced by forest man-
agement, e.g. wood chips and firewood, other wood fuels 
are made in the wood processing industry, such as indus-
trial chippings, off cuts and splinter wood, shavings and 
sawdust or wood pellets and briquettes.
Common units of measure in the forest and wood industry 
are solid cubic meter (fm) for roundwood types and cubic 
meter (rm) for layer wood up to a length of 2 m. The term 
bulk cubic meter (srm) is used for small, loose wood in bulk 
(e.g. wood chips).

1 Solid cubic meter (fm) is the unit of measure for one cubic 
meter of solid wood without air gaps.

1 cubic meter (rm) is the unit of measure for cordwood 
which reaches a total volume of one cubic meter including 
air gaps.

1 bulk cubic meter (srm) is the unit of measure for cut, bulk 
wood (e.g. wood chips, sawdust, logs) which has a total 
volume of one cubic meter including air gaps.

1 Atro ton absolutely dry wood (atro) is the unit of measure 
for the (calculated) mass with a water content of  0 %.

The final point of natural drying is the condition of „air-dry“  
(lutro). Water content amounts to 15 % to 20 %.

Wood a CO2-neutral energy source 

Definition of terms for better Understanding  
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The conversions listed in the table are reference values, which may deviate depending on the respective leering, grain size 
and compaction during transport.

Wood is not always the same when it comes to its energetic benefit. The most decisive factor for a high energy yield is the 
water content followed by the wood type and the size of the wood used. For classical use in houses or apartment buildings, 
wood fuels must not contain more than 20% water. Otherwise, the water contained in the wood does exactly what it 
always does when it comes into contact with fire: it extinguishes it. The fire doesn’t go out, but the temperatures fall below 
the ideal range which leads to increased smoke formation, higher emission and damage to the chimney. If you burn wood 
which is too wet, the energy yield (calorific value) decreases dramatically. Wood stored dry has twice as much calorific 
value as freshly cut wood from the forest, since part of the energy released is lost in evaporation of the water contained in 
the wood. The water contained is lost energetically as steam unused together with the flue gas from the heating system. 

Conversion factors for 
common types of wood fuel 

Energetic Value of Wood 

Note

• The calorific value (kWh/kg) is the maximum usable heating volume released in complete burning of a specific 
 volume of fuel.

• The water content (M) is the ratio between water and total substance. Wood moisture (U) specifies the ratio  
 between water and dry substance.

Practical example: One piece of wood fuel has 2 kg. 1kg is water and  1 kg is dry mass.
   It has a water content (M) of 50% or a moisture content of (U)100%

Calorific value of wood deoending on water content

Condition of wood Water content (M) Calorific value (Hu)

Fresh timber 50 – 60 % 2.0 kWh/kg

Stored for a summer 25 – 35 % 3.4 kWh/kg

Stored several years 15 – 25 % 4.0 kWh/kg

Ratio figures of cubic dimensions
1 solid cubic meter (fm) = 1.4 cubic meter (rm) = 2.5 bulk cubic meter (srm) wood chips

Roundwood in solid cubic meter (fm) Cordwood in cubic meters (rm) Wood chips in bulk cubic meters (srm)

1 fm 1,4 rm 2,5 srm

0,7 fm

1 rm
1,8 srm

0,4 fm 0,6 rm 1 srm
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Related to weight all wood types have an almost 
comparable calorific value if they have the same 
water content. Due to its high level of lignin, softwood 
has a slightly higher calorific value per kilogram than 
hardwood. Absolutely dry wood has a calorific value 
of around 5 kWh per kilogram, depending on the type 
of wood involved. Differences between the vol-
ume-related calorific values between hardwood and 
softwood, put simply, result from the fact that soft-
wood contains more air in its cells. The higher air

merely inflates the volume of the piece of wood. For 
this reason, e.g. 1 cubic meter of beech (hardwood) 
has a 40% higher calorific value than 1 cubic meter of 
spruce (softwood). Softwood is therefore cheaper 
than hardwood – you need more wood to gain the 
same heat volume. The wood type used in pellet pro-
duction is not so important, since the pellets contain 
hardly any air after the pressing process.

10 kWh energy is enough, for example, to make 700 cups of coffee!

Wood types

A Comparison of our Energy Suppliers 

• Only dry wood results in maximum calorific 
value! The lower the water content, the higher 
the energy yield!

• Natural raw wood has differing densities and 
water contents, and therefore different calorific 
values. 

• When accounting per weight and water content, the wood 
type is negligible, since all wood types have almost an 
identical calorific value per kg wood. However, if you cal-
culate by cubic dimensions, the type of wood has to be 
considered.  

• 2-5 kg air dried wood is equivalent to 1 liter of fuel 

Note

Energy source Wood

Solid, firewood Solid, wood chipsCondition:

Energy content in 10 
kWh

Weight in kg

Volume in Liter 5 Liter 12,5 Liter

2.5 kg (air dried)

Fuel

1 Liter

0,860 kg

Natural gas

1.000 Liter

0,840 kg

3,5 Liter

2 kg

liquid gaseoussolid, pellets

Calorific value of wood types related to weight

Poplar
Fir
Spruce 
Pine 
Larch 
Beech
Oak
Common 
Beech
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Firewood 
Firewood is the classical form of wood fuel offered. The 
sawn and split forest timber mostly result from forest man-
agement measures.

Supply of firewood is mostly ensured by regional partners 
in the agricultural and forest management sectors. A differ-
entiation is made in firewood between hardwood and 
softwood, and also the size of wood. Chopped firewood 
ready for immediate use in the stove.

Increasing comfort demands in private households are 
slowly eliminating the work-intensive log heating from 
cellars where this is being replaced by modern, fully auto-
matic wood chip and pellet boilers. However, as a result of 
the current tile stove trend, there is a boom in demand for 
firewood. Hardwood is mainly used for the heating of tile 
stoves, such as beech, maple, oak, ash and birch. Hardwood 
generates much glow thus creating even, continuous heat. 
In addition to the pleasant flames, it burns with hardly any 
sparks and is therefore ideally suitable for all tile stoves, 
especially those with an inspection glass.

Buying Firewood
Firewood is mainly purchased in the unit of measure of 
cubic meters. However, you have to remember that the 
individual logs are not completely placed on top of each 
other, i.e. you buy 70% wood and 30% air. In addition to 
careful stacking, the wood share in a cubic meter also 
depends on the form and delimbing quality of the wood 
and the diameter and length of the split wood.
Recently, firewood has frequently been sold as bulk mate-
rial (loose or by weight), since highly automatic wood fuel 
machines (firewood processors) are being used more and 
more in production. The smallwood is processed into 
ready-to-use firewood in just one process step. Bulk wood 
contains even more air and makes precise measurement 
control even more difficult. Transparent, fair purchase of 
firewood is made via weight and water content. This is the 
only way to ensure that both contractual parties know 
about respective quality and energy content, and that 
there are no unpleasant surprises.

Quality requirements
Providing high quality firewood requires appropriate stor-
age. Firewood prepared for stove use only reaches the air-
dried state required – depending on the wood type and 
storage conditions – after one to two years of storage. The 
wood fuel has to be dried in as short a time as possible to 
the water content of maximum 20 % required for ideal 
burning.  This extensively minimizes the natural depletion 
of substance. In principle, all wood types can be processed 
to firewood. Only wood which is strongly festered, contam-
inated or treated with chemicals is not suitable for such 
processing.
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Firewood splitter

Energy content of firewood

 oil softwood hardwood

8 rm 6 rm1.000 l

1,000 liters of fuel oil correspond to around 7 to 8 rm softwood 
(spruce) or 5 to 6 rm hardwood (beech).
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Perfect storage of firewood

How to store firewood correctly
Correct storage and drying of wood fuel is an important precondition for environment-friendly and low-cost heating. 

• The wood must be split for an efficient drying process. 
The smaller it is split, the larger the surface, the faster 
the drying. Unsplit wood requires up to 2 years for 
appropriate drying.

• Give preference to sunny and wind-exposed areas as 
storage area and ensure a dry underground (pallets or 
roundwood).

• Keep a distance of at least 20 cm to the ground so that 
the wood fuel does not absorb the ground moisture.

• Do not store spilt wood in closed rooms (e.g. cellar) and 
do not pack it into plastic covers. It will not be able to 
dry out and will stagnate.

• Cover the wood fuel stack with rain protection immedi-
ately after the summer drying period.

• The calorific value of wood may fall by up to 3 % per 
year (natural depletion process) even if the wood is 
stored in a dry place.

•      Check the stack exactly to see if it is correctly 
layered. Depending on how precisely the trader 
measures, you may be supplied with more or 

less wood. Buying fuel wood is always a question of 
trust.

• Only heat with natural, air-dried wood with a water 
content of maximum 20%. If stored correctly, this 
water content can be achieved for beech and for 
spruce within one year.

• One cubic meter of wood is the equivalent of 200 
liters of oil fuel, and just one piece of wood of one 
meter length provides as much heat as 4 liters of 
fuel oil.

• A detached house with average insulation requires 
around 15 cubic meters of firewood per year.

Note

w w w.biomasstradecentre2.eu



Energy content of firewood

Wood type Cal. value in Cal.value in  1 rm of wood type  1 rm beech wood is  
 kWh/kg kWh/rm equivalent … Liter oil  equivalent  to

Beech 3.8 1,900 190 l 1 rm Buche

Oak  3.8 1,900 190 l 1 rm Eiche

Birch 4.0 1,800 180 l 1.1 rm Birke

Poplar 3.8 1,200 120 l 1.6 rm Pappel

Spruce 4.1 1,350 135 l 1.4 rm Fichte

Pine  4.0 1,500 150 l 1.2 rm Kiefer

Douglas fir 4.0 1,500 150 l 1.2 rm Douglasie

These general figures apply for wood fuels with residual moisture of 20%
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Energy wood chopped by machine into wood pieces of just 
a few centimeters is referred to as wood chips. Smallwood 
and low quality wood types as well as crown and branch 
material is mostly used to produce wood chips. Wood chips 
arising as by-products of sawmilling as called industrial 
wood chippings. The small wood pieces are burned in 
automatically controlled burning plants and ensure the 
same comfort as their fossil competitors, gas and oil.

One disadvantage is their low energy density. Stored in 
bulk they require twice as much space as firewood. Wood 
chip heating systems are ideally used as of an average 
annual fuel oil consumption of 4,000 liters. Typical areas of 
application for wood chip plants are agricultural and wood 
processing companies, commercial companies, apartment 
buildings, public buildings as well as micro and local heat-
ing systems.

Wood chips 

Comparison of storage requirements

Oil/2,000 l Firewood Wood  Pellets

2 – 3 m3 12 m3 24 m3 6 m3

Cubic volume required for 20,000 kWh stored energy
Quality wood chips
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Hackgutkauf
Wood chips is traded on the fuel 
market in bulk or absolutely dry 
mass. One cubic bulk meter corre-
sponds to an amount of 200 kg to 
450 kg, depending on the respec-
tive wood type, size and water 
content. Heat content per cubic 
bulk meter fluctuates between 630 
kWh and 1,100 kWh. Wood chips 
are normally supplied by the 
regional suppliers. It is now also 
possible to conveniently blow in 
wood chips into the storage room, 
similar to the method applied for 
pellets.

For this reason wood chips should be 
accepted as per weight and water 
content. The exact delivery weight 
can be simply calculated by weighing 
on a calibrated scale (weigh-bridge, 
vehicle scales).

Water content can only be exactly 
calculated the following day, since a 
standardized process (kilning cabinet 
process is required).

An initial estimate of water content 
can be made using measuring instru-
ments available on the market.

Quality requirements
To ensure deal operation in small and 
medium-sized biomass burning 
plants, only dry, high quality wood 
chips must be burned. Rotten, con-
taminated and moldy wood as well as 
demolition wood or shrubs with thin 
twigs is not suitable for producing 
high quality wood chips.

These raw materials are usually pro-
cessed to low quality wood chips and 
burned in large heating plants. The 
criteria of Size Class and water con-
tent are also applied to specify the 
fuel material ore exactly. But be care-
ful. As a result of the publication of 
the series of standards ÖNORM EN 
ISO 17225 for biomass fuels in spring 
2014, many definitions will change. 
This is of equal importance to cus-
tomers and producers.

For more information, refer to the 
chapter ‘Standards’.

Water content
The water content is the most important quality feature, since it is significant for the energetic value and the storage 
properties of the fuel. Fresh wood chips have a water content of more than 50 % and is not suitable for long-term storage 
or energetic use in small and medium-sized biomass heating systems.

In larger district heating plants and industrial combustion plants, application of very wet wood chips is useful and normal 
for economic reasons. Low-emission, efficient burning is ensured by their technical equipment (e.g. flue gas cleaning, flue 
gas condensation.

Calorific value of wood depending on water content 

Wood chips Water content(w)

Air-dried wood chips (M20) M < 20 %

Storable wood chips (M30) 20 % < M < 30 %

wood chips with limited storability(M35 30 % < M < 35 %

moist wood chips (M40) 35 % < M < 40 %

fresh wood chips (M50) 40 % < M < 50 %

fresh wet wood chips (M55+) M > 55 %

Energy content of wood 

 Oil Wood

10 – 15 srm1.000 l

1,000 liters of oil fuel corresponds to 
around 10 to srm wood chips

w w w.biomasstradecentre2.eu



How to store your quality wood chips correctly
Wood chips burned in small and medium-sized plants must be dried to a water content of under 30 %. The following rec-
ommendations apply for the storage of wood chips:

• Store the stem wood planned for chop-
ping at least one summer long in a 
well-aired, sunny place (natural drying).

• Wood chips to be intermediately stored 
over the summer has a water content 
of 25% to 30% at the time of chopping 
in late summer.

• During summer months with high rain-
fall the wood chips should be covered.

• Avoid storage of wood chips with an 
extensive share of green (mold forma-
tion and fungal decay).

The Bavar ian Forest  –  a  raw mater ia l  suppl ier  with  a  future
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Mean values for quantification

Unit of measure Wood type Water content (%) srm t tatro kWh

1 srm Spruce 15 % 1 0.20 0.17 876
wood chips   30 % 1 0.25 0.17 847
volume  45 % 1 0.31 0.17 819
 Beech 15 % 1 0.32 0.27 1298
  30 % 1 0.39 0.27 1252
  45 % 1 0.49 0.27 1180 

1 t Spruce 15 % 5 1 0.85 4,380
wood chips   30 % 4 1 0.68 3,388
net weight  45 % 3,2 1 0.55 2,621
 Beech 15 % 3,1 1 0.85 4,024
   30 % 2,6 1 0.69 3,255
  45 % 2,1 1 0.55 2,478

Weight and Calorific Value depending on Weight and Water Content

Water content Bulk density in kg/srm Calorific value in kWh/srm
 in % Beech Oak Pine Spruce Beech Oak Pine Spruce
 20 % 277 280 216 188 1.048 1.062 867 759
 30 % 316 320 246 216 1.022 1.034 846 740
 40 % 369 374 287 251 986 998 818 716
 50 % 443 449 345 302 936 948 780 682

1 Liter of fuel oil has a calorific value of 10 kWh. 1 srm spruce wood chips (water content 30%) has a calorific value of 74 liters oil fuel, the beech is 
much higher at 102 liters.

Storage of energy wood
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Wood pellets are small, cylindrical pressed items of dried, 
natural wood. Wood pellets are made at pellet plants often 
linked to sawmills which enable value-added use of resid-
ual wood at the sawmill and of industrial residual wood 
arising in the processing wood industry.

Pellets offered to private pellet heating owners normally 
have a diameter of 6 mm and a length of approx. 1 cm to 4 
cm. Wood pellets for heating plants and heating power 
plants are provided as so-called industrial pellets and often 
have larger diameters. We recommend you buy standard-
ized and certified wood pellets to ensure smooth operation 
of pellet heating systems.

The quality of wood pellets is not only defined via selection 
of raw material and production process. Transport and 
handling at intermediate storage places as well as supply-
ing the wood pellets to the silo or storage room of the 
customer also influence the quality of wood pellets. By 
means of the mechanical load of the pellets (friction), the 
share of fines of the pellet batch can increase. Heating 
operators can ensure conditions for smooth storage by 
mean of correct design of the supply tubes to the silo or 
pellet storage place.

If the share of fines in the pellet batch is too high, this may 
lead to malfunctions in the screw conveyor and have a 
negative influence on the burning and emission behavior 
of pellet heating. Leading pellet traders screen fines arising 
from friction at the final loading place before supplying to 
customers.

Construction types for pellet heating
There are two types of pellet heating available on the mar-
ket:

•   Pellet stoves
Pellet stoves are heating devices designed for location in the 
living room. They mainly serve to heat individual rooms and 
to heat houses with low energy consumption.

•   Pellet central heating systems
Pellet central heating systems are installed in the boiler 
room of a building and serve to heat the entire building 
and to heat tap water. In addition to pellet central heating 
systems designed exclusively for operation with wood 
pellets, some companies also offer wood boilers which can 
be operated using pellets and log wood.

Wood pellets can be stored in any dry cellar. The pellet 
boiler is supplied automatically with fuel via a feeder worm 
crew or suction device. Compared to wood chips, pellets 
require only a quarter of storage space so that there is 
normally enough space to store a year’s supply in each 
detached house. An oil storage room no longer used is 
ideal as pellet storage place. 

Pellets 

Pellets

w w w.biomasstradecentre2.eu

Note

• Pellets contain no chemical additives

• 2 kg pellets is equivalent to 1l oil fuel

• 1m³ pellets is  650 kg

• Around 115,000 pellet burning plants are 
currently in operation in Austria

The quality seal ENplus guarantees the customer that the 
quality of the pellets supplied complies with the values 
specified in the standard. Companies bearing this quality 
seal ENplus are regularly checked by independent experts 
and must observe extensive quality guidelines.
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From the Idea to Implementation 

Flow chart for a trade centreing local heating supply model

Supplying customers 
with heating

Realizable
Project 

Interest from 
customers

Analysis of business potential and 
financing alternatives

Consortium of group of 
trade centreing 

Signing of heating supply 
contract and, if req., lease 

contract

Planning of system, 
Invitations to tender

Execution of 
construction and 
technical work required

Commissioning of 
system

Wood energy contrac t ing and local  heat ing with biomass

Wood EnergyContracting
and local heating from biomass



Wood energy contrac t ing and local  heat ing with biomass

Organizational and legal aspects
A forest owner group of operators 
forms a company under civil law 
(GesnbR) or, for larger systems, a 
cooperative with limited liability (reg. 
GenmbH). The operating community 
sells the heat produced and is respon-
sible for the functioning, servicing, 
repair and operation of the system as 
well as chimney cleaning. This system 
of heating supply involves no expend-

iture for the heating customer.
Consumption is measured using a 
calibrated heat volume meter which 
is owned by the operator. Connection 
costs are based on normal prices for 
the preparation of distance heating 
connections. The farmers supply the 
wood chips from their own forests. 
Since the raw materials are produced 
locally in each region, only short dis-
tances are involved along the entire 

supply chain which means logistics 
expenditure is relatively low and easy 
to manage. Raw material supply is 
ensured all year by means of storage 
places for roundwood and storage 
halls.

This current specialist brochure from the Styria Agricultural Chamber provides
 detailed information on biomass heat contracting.

Wood Energy Contracting
In the case of wood energy contracts, 
a group of forest owners as energy 
suppliers are leasing the cellar of the 
heating customer, invests in wood 
chip heating and normally also sets 
up an external storage area for the 
wood chips. The heat distribution 
system is owned by the heating cus-
tomer – as for a conventional local 
heating connection. A separate lease 
contract is concluded for use of the 
heating and storage room.

Heating supply for public build-
ings and residential buildings 
The heating customer has no organi-
zational expenditure and therefore 

enjoys heating comfort with the dif-
ference that the heating generating 
system is in his building. This system is 
one of the most convenient forms of 
heating supply. Typical customers are 
schools, community offices, day nurs-
eries, museums and apartment build-
ings.

Biomass Local Heating Systems
Biomass local heating systems supply 
whole villages or small towns with 
convenient, crisis-proof biomass heat. 
In contrast to wood energy contract-
ing, the trade centreers and forest 

owners are the operators who set up 
a biomass local heating system, 
appropriate storage facilities and a 
heat distribution network. The price 
achieved for the fuel depends on the 
profitability of the local heating sys-
tem.

In Styria,almost50%ofthe fuel burned 
comes directly from local forests; the 
rest is made up of industrial chippings 
and bark. Value creation remains 
extensively within the region.

Special Brochure Heat Contracting 

w w w.biomasstradecentre2.eu



For many years the ÖNORM M 7133 
was one of the most important techni-
cal and legal foundations in the bio-
mass business. The product specifica-
tion with terms such as G30 or W25 
still appear normal to us today, 
although these terms are in fact no 
longer admissible.

On publication of the series of norms 
ÖNORM EN ISO 17225 for biomass 
fuels, norms applicable up to then had 
to be withdrawn from this sector. The 
new norm specifies the quality-related 
fuel classes and specifications for solid 
biofuels. The aim of the  ÖNORM EN 

ISO 1722 is to provide coherent and 
clear classification principles for solid 
biofuels based on: origin and source, 
trade form (e.g. pellets, wood chips,---) 
and properties (e.g. water, ash content, 
...). The product norms ÖNORM EN ISO 
17225-
2 to 17225-6 which are included in this 
series of norms define the quality 
classes and specifications.

This enables clear definition of the 
product. On publication and imple-
mentation of the new series of norms, 
the language used in the biomass 
scene will also change.

Practical example Quality wood 
chips
 

Product declaration pursuant to  
ÖNORM EN ISO 17225  

Norms are rules which aim to achieve a standardized and comparable result. They specify requirements of a product and 
qualifications and define how observance of such requirements is to be checked. Norms are recommendations whose 
observance is voluntary. They document current state of the art technology for specific specialist areas and thus define a 
respective standard. Application of such rules is not a necessary evil, but contributes to a situation in which producers and 
consumers speak the same language. This ensures that many problems can be clarified at a very early stage.

New basic rules for 
Producers and Consumers

Normen –  rund um das  Heizen mit  Holz
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Norms –
involving heating with wood 

•The ÖNORM 7133 has become ÖNORM EN ISO 17225-1.

•This is supplemented by the product norms ÖNORM EN ISO 17225-2 to 

17225-6

• Attention for raw material delivery contracts already based on  ÖNORM EN 
ISO 17225-1 – Is it clear what needs to be delivered?

• Norm Order: Austrian Standard
 www.austrian-standards.at

Merke

Explanation of terms
1.1.3.1 = stem wood,
broadleaf with bark

P45 = clearly defined particle size 
(mm²)

M25 = water content of maximum 25 
%

A1.0 = ash content of max. 1 %

BD150 = bulk density of min.
150  kg/m³  

Q3,6/kg = calorific value of at least 3,6 
kWh/kg

„1.1.3.1/P45/M25/ A1.0/BD150/Q3,6“



Quality assurance and control systems  (QA/QC) 
The section for application of a Quality assurance/Control System is outlined in Norm EN 15234.

The diagram shows how the (QA/QC) System can accompany the biomass supply chain.

Professional biomass producers commit themselves to 
quality assurance and quality control along the entire pro-
duction chain. Traceability generates trust among consum-
ers that all processes in the chain have been processed in 
compliance with standards. The quality assurance system 
should be simple, cause as little bureaucracy as possible 
and support efficiency potential.

‘’Quality control“ involves control of the quality of a prod-
uct or process in order to ensure delivery of the product or 
service as efficiently and cost-effectively as possible in 
compliance with properties required.

„Quality assurance” ,in contrast, mainly involves the assess-
ment of products and processes based on data secured 
during quality control. Data is used:

I) To generate trust in the production chain; especially to 
confirm that specifications required are observed and 
processes are operating properly.

II) To achieve consistency (stability in process results) over 
long-term periods and to verify the planned effects of 
quality improvements.

An important part of the QA/QC System is duty to provide 
documentation pursuant to EN 15234 which is intended to 
cover the following specialist areas:

• Traceability/Verification of origin of the raw material
• Production requirements
• Transport,  Handling and Storage after production
• Final fuel specifications

You will find documentation on successfully introduced 
QA/QC systems at www.biomasstradecentre2.eu 

Qual i t y  management 

Quality Management

Biomassehof Leoben

w w w.biomasstradecentre2.eu

Trade and delivery

Harvest transport Production and provision

Selling to end consumer



A biomass trade centre is a regional ‚fuel station‘ for top 
quality biogenic fuels. Central marketing of fuels via the 
biomass Trade centres creates added value both for the 
trade centreers involved and for the customers.

The customer benefits from a bundled, top quality supply 
of local biofuels. Extensive services, such as wood fuel sup-
ply or professional consultancy on all issues concerning 
biogenic fuel usage round off the range of services. 
On account of the extensive distribution of biomass Trade 
centres, the customer can be sure that his heating system 

supply is guaranteed long-term. That’s why private house-
holds and commercial companies can decide for low-price, 
environment-friendly heating with wood with a clear con-
science.

The brand-protected image-word brand „Biomassehof Stei-
ermark“ enables uniform, coordinated appearance of all 
biomass Trade centres in Styria and strengthens the trust of 
consumers in the fuel, wood. Buying firewood is always a 
question of trust!

Biomass Trade centres in Styria 

Firewood 

• Hardwood, softwood or mixed wood
• 33 cm firewood and 50 cm gasification wood
• Selling of smaller quantities (bag or box goods)

Wood chips
• Dry, storable fine wood chips
• Dry, storable industrial wood chips

Wood pellets and
wood briquettes

Services
• Delivery
• Blowing in the chip wood and pellets via a pump vehicle
• Heat contracting
• Disposal of forest residue

What does a biomass trade centre offer? 

S T E I E R M A R K

Biomass  Trade centres  in  St yr ia 
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Scheitholz vom Biomassehof



Biomass  Trade centres  in  St yr ia 

Energy sources such as oil and gas have provided consum-
ers with convenience and comfort never known before in 
terms of energy supply. In view of changing outline condi-
tions such as price increases and the scarcity of fossil fuels, 
customers are looking for new, convenient options.

A biomass trade centre is such an option for consumers, 
since the biomass trade centre provides a bundled offer of 
environment-friendly quality fuels from a central location. 
Customers include private households, commercial com-
panies, housing agencies, local communities and public 
facilities as well as operators of biomass heating power 
plants.

Simple, convenient buying
• Concentrated coherent and clear offer of biomass fuels
• Customer-friendly opening hours – especially Friday  
 afternoon and Saturday
• Improve convenience via additional services
 (preparation, delivery, consultancy, wood energy 
 contracting, etc.)
• Regional service and information center for biomass

Supply reliability
• Available all year round

• Continuous supply

• Crisis-proof

Local quality provides security when buying
• Guaranteed quality control
• Local products from the region - the „producer has a  
 name“
• Clear product differentiation to foreign wood

Price stability and Transparency
• Low cost fuel
• Stable price development creates trust
• Transparent prices – god comparability with other  
 energy sources

Alle wichtigen Infos finden Sie unter:

www.biomassehof-stmk.at

Focus on Customer and Quality 

w w w.biomasstradecentre2.eu

Selling firewood
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